Abstract-We study the feature-based map merging problem in robot networks. Each robot observes the environment and builds a local map. Simultaneously, robots communicate and compute the global map of the environment; this communica tion is range-limited. We propose a dynamic strategy based on consensus algorithms that is fully distributed and does not rely on any particular communication topology. Robots reach consensus on the latest global map, using the increments between their previous and current local maps. Under mild connectivity conditions, our merging algorithm asymptotically converges to the global map. We give proofs of unbiasedness of this global map, at each step and robot. Our approach has been validated using real RGB-D images.
I. INTRODUCTION
Teams of cooperative robots often need mechanisms for merging their locally acquired information and building a global map, which can then be used to make global deci sions, e.g., cooperative exploration, or task assignment. The dynamic map merging problem consists of correctly building the global map and updating it according to the newly acquired data. We investigate the dynamic map merging problem for range-limited networks (only robots within com munication range exchange data). Each robot builds its local map using its own observations. Robots apply distributed averaging filters [1], [2] to the information matrices and vectors of their local maps, and build the global map. After some time, the local maps contain more precise and new feature estimates. Robots keep the global map up to date by applying distributed averaging filters to the information increments between their current and latest fused local maps. In our previous approach [3] , each merging phase required a fixed graph topology, and had to be initiated by the robots in a synchronized way. Here instead, the topology is allowed to totally switch or get disconnected, and each robot decides when to propagate its latest local map. This paper is organized as follows: Section II discusses related methods; Section III describes the problem; Sec tion IV presents our algorithm and discusses its properties; and Section V evaluates its performance.
II. RELATED WORK
Many multi-robot map merging solutions assume cen tralized schemes, all-to-all communication, or broadcasting methods. Examples include [4] for particle filters, [5] for multi-robot submaps, and [6] for graph maps of laser scan; similar schemes could be applied for many existing submap ping methods [7] . The main limitation of these works is that they cannot easily cope with limited communication, switching topologies, or link failures.
Alternatively, distributed estimation methods [8] - [13] could be used for computing the global map. These ap proaches consider a linear system without inputs, which evolves in a way that is known by all the robots. Each robot locally predicts the new system state and takes observations; measurements are expressed in Information Filter form (IF) and they are combined through exact sums of IF data, or through distributed consensus filters; this combined IF data is used to update the estimated system state. Exact sums of IF data produce estimates equivalent to the centralized system ones, provided that the network is complete [8] . General networks require additional mechanisms to ensure that robots do not sum the same piece of data more than once (problems of cyclic updates or double counting information), such as the channel filter [9] for networks with a tree structure. The covariance intersection method [lO] produces consistent but highly conservative estimates in general networks.
Recent distributed estimation approaches [11] - [13] aver age the IF measurements with consensus filters, automat ically avoiding problems of double counting information; however, they suffer from the following delayed data prob lem: if robots execute the state prediction before having incorporated all the measurements taken at the current step, then the states estimated by different robots are not exactly the same (they disagree) [14] . An interesting solution is given in [11] but its convergence is proved only in the absence of observation and system noises. In [13] , authors prove that the nodes' estimates are consistent, although these estimates have disagreement. Other solutions [12] require the previous offline computation of the gains and weights of the algorithm. Despite the many advances in distributed estimation, these approaches are still limited to linear systems without inputs, and where the evolution of the system is known by all the robots. Their applicability to map merging scenarios is not straightforward, since the system models are in general nonlinear, the evolution of the system is not necessarily known by the robots, and often the robot odometry is introduced in the system as an input. An interesting method 978-1-4673-5643-5/13/$31.00 ©2013 IEEEfor nonlinear systems with inputs is proposed in [15] . Each robot records the observations and odometry taken by all the robots it encounters. When it has all the data from all the other robots up to some time instant, it builds an estimate equivalent to the centralized one. The main drawback is that robots maintain an unbounded amount of memory, which depends on the time between robot meetings.
Most of the previous methods combine raw measurements acquired by the different robots, and let the local estimate of each robot contain information from the others (local estimates are not independent). Alternatively, information can be processed in the form of local maps, and these local maps can be kept independent by avoiding the introduction of global information into them; this is what we propose here, and it is also the approach followed in [16] . Each robot produces meaningful representations of the environ ment, which allows for several high level data association methods [16] , [17] . Since the local maps of different robots remain independent, consensus filters can be used without suffering from the previous problems of delayed data and double counting information; besides, the global map struc ture remains sparse, providing a natural submapping. An advantage of our approach is the natural robustness that results from its distributed implementation.
In this paper, we discuss distributed sensor fusion meth ods [1], [2] which are intended for fusing independent observations acquired by several sensors along time. Instead of observations, we use the information increments of the local maps, i.e., the differences between the local maps in IF form at steps k and k + 1, as inputs to the algorithm. As we discuss, several of the properties of the original algorithm remain valid regardless of this modification.
III. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
We let n be the number of robots. Indices i, j refer to robots, G to the global map, and A to averaged information matrices and vectors. We use kEN for time steps. Constants s z rand s z f represent the size of respectively a robot pose and a feature position 1. We let I be the n x n identity matrix, and 0 be a n x n matrix with all its elements equal to zero (if a subindex n l x n2 appears, this specifies their dimensions). Given a matrix W, [W]i j denotes its (i,j) entry.
We consider a team of n E N robots exploring an unknown environment. Up to the time step k, the latest map of each robot i contains estimates of the positions of the m� E N features observed by robot i, and an estimate of its own pose.
The estimates at each robot i E {I, ... , n} and each step k are stored into a stochastic map with mean x� E ]RM � and
m� s z f. Let x� E ]RM7 contain the true robot pose and the true positions of the m� features, then
where v� is a zero mean noise with covariance matrix ��.
In this paper, we do not discuss the exploration strategies or l e.g., szr = 3 for planar robot poses (position (x,y) and orientation 0); szf = 2 or szf = 3 for respectively 2D or 3D environments.
the Simultaneous Localization and Map Building (SLAM) algorithms for obtaining the local maps; any method capable of producing stochastic maps as in eq. (1) can be used.
If at step k the information from the n robots was avail able, e.g., at a central agent, then the global map combining the information of the local maps at the n robots at step k could be computed. Let mEN be the number of different features in the environment and x E ]RMc be the vector with the true poses of the n robots and the true positions of the m features, being M G = n s z r + m s z f. Each robot i E {I, ... , n} at step k has observed m� ::; m features and we let H[ E {O,1}M7XMc be the observation matrix that relates the elements in x and x� so that x� = Hi k x. The local map of each robot i (1) is a partial observation of x,
where we assume that the noises v � , vY are independent for different robots i i=-j and all k, k' E N, since every robot has constructed the map based on its own observations. Note that since the local map of a robot i at step k is an evolution of its map at any previous step k' < k, then the noises v� , vf '
are not independent. Let I i k E ]RMc x Mc and i� E ]RMc be the information matrix and vector of the local map at robot i and step k in IF form,
for i E {I, ... , n}. The information matrix I� and vector i� of the global map at step k in IF form are
The previous operation is additive, commutative, and asso ciative. For this reason, merging the maps in IF form is a common practice [18] . Equivalently, the global map at step k can be expressed by its mean and covariance matrix,
Note that the global map in eqs. (3)- (5) is different from the one that would be obtained by a centralized multi robot SLAM, since the local maps in eq. (3) do not include measurements from the other robots. Our local maps remain independent and can be fused by the addition of the informa tion matrices and vectors as in eq. (4), and the information matrix of our global map remains sparse. Now consider the next time step k + 1. Robots have kept on exploring and some of the robot maps have changed.
We denote Ti the time steps at which robot i propagates its latest map to the network, i.e., if k + 1 E Ti then the local map of robot i changes, and otherwise it remains the same,
containing the total number of times its local map changes, and d be the degree of the team,
In this paper we consider that the number of times robots propagate the changes of their local maps d is finite. For each robot i E {1, ... , n} we define the increment information matrix �� +1 and increment information vector of as
Note that for all the robots such that k+ 1 rt. 'Ti, the increment information matrices and vectors are zero. The associated global map at step k + 1 in eq. (4) can be expressed in terms of the global map at step k and the map increments at k + 1:
Equivalently, the local map of each robot i at step k, and the global map at step k can be expressed in terms of the map increments at all the previous steps k' = 0, . 
The goal is the design of distributed algorithms so that each robot i E V computes and tracks the global map in eqs. (4) (5), from the increment information matrices and vectors in eq. (7), based on local interactions with its neighbors � k .
IV. DYNAMIC MAP MERGING ALGORITHM
We propose to use the space-time diffusion method [1] explained in the Appendix, using as inputs the map incre ments �f, of in eq. (7), instead of the maps If, if. Recall that the local map of a robot i at step k is an evolution of its local map at previous steps k' < k; thus we cannot use the algorithm in the Appendix on the maps, because we would be considering the same information several times. We present the algorithm, and later discuss some of its properties.
Each robot i maintains an estimate of the averaged in formation matrix it(k) E ]R M cx M c and vector it(k) E ]R M c, and of its degree di(k) containing the number of times it has updated its local map; recall that each robot i propagates the changes in its local map at specific and locally decided time steps k E 'Ti. Each robot i E {1, ... , n} initializes its variables with
and updates them at all k ?: 0 with the following algorithm. 
Spatial update:
where the space-time weight matrix W(k) E ]R n x n is
being dit (k) the space-time degree of each robot i at step k, containing the number of map changes propagated by both robot i and its neighbors � k up to step k, The superscript A in the variables of the previous al gorithm refers to the fact that the matrices and vectors estimated by the robots track the average of the information increments, instead of its sum. In several places in this paper, we will refer instead to the global estimates, which are obtained from the averaged ones it(k), it(k) as follows,
where d is the degree of the robot team containing the number of times that the local maps change, given by eq. (6). For simplicity, we are presenting the structures of the information matrices and vectors it(k), i i A (k), as fixed and known by all the robots. Actually, the robots discover the features observed by the others in the messages exchanged at each iteration, and introduce new columns and rows in it (k) , it (k) accordingly. A discu � sion of this issue appears in [3] , [19] . The interest is that I i A (k) in eq. (16) can be inverted at each iteration of the algorithm and thus the global map can always be estimated. 
A. Properties of the Dynamic Map Merging Algorithm
which equals eq. (4) when all measurements have been taken, i.e., when k* 2: max{ k E 'Ti} for all i E V.
• Now, we present a compact expression for Algorithm 4.1 which simplifies its posterior analysis:
Next we present an interesting property of the map merg ing algorithm: The temporal global maps xf (k+ 1) estimated at each robot i, are unbiased estimates of the true feature positions x. This means that at each step k + 1, robots have indeed a map they can use (they can make decisions on their temporal global map estimates whenever they need). This result relies on the condition diCk) > 0, which only means that robot i has started the merging process. 
Proof Since the local maps x} = H fx + v } at each robot j are an estimate of the true x (eq. 
(H{?(�f ) -IV f -(H ;'-I ?( �y -l ) -lv y -l ),
where the first row is exactly di(k)it(k + 1)x (eq. (18)).
(H{? (�n -lv;' -(H ;' -1 ) T (�y -I ) -IV ; ' -1 ) .
Since the noises vY have zero mean for all k and all j E V, the expected value of xf (k + 1) is x.
•
V. EXPERIMENTS
We have performed experiments using RGB-D sensors (Figure 1 (a) ), which provide both regular RGB (Figure 1 (b) ) and depth image information (Figure 1 (c) ). Thus, it is pos sible to compute the cloud of 3D points from a single image (Figure 1 (d) ). We consider a team of 9 robots that acquire information with RGB-D sensors, and extract SIFT features from the images. They estimate their displacements by com paring successive RGB-D point clouds. Each robot processes its measurements and builds its local map, composed of the estimates of the 3D position of the SIFT features, as well as the estimate of its own 3D pose. We illustrate the behavior of our algorithm in the following scenario: Four of the robots (R3, R5, R7, R9) have already finished their exploration when the merging process begins; they provide their local maps at the step k = 0 and remain static during the execution of the algorithm. Robots R2, R6, R8 on the other hand, keep on moving and updating their local maps, simultaneously to the merging process. Finally, robots R1 and R4 explore and update their maps as well, but they form a different exploration cluster and remain disconnected from the team for several steps. A summary of the time steps when robots propagate their local maps can be seen in Table I . Communication graphs 9k at different steps k. Robot R8 has received information of the local maps of the robots displayed in red.
the graph is never complete (all-to-all). Figure 3 shows the global map estimated by robot R8 with the proposed map merging algorithm. At k = 0 it only contains information from its immediate neighbors; at successive steps, it contains data from more distant robots (k = 6); at step k = 33, robot RI establishes cOlmnunication with the robot team for the first time and it sends them the global map associated to its cluster (RI, R4). Thus, R8 finally has information from all the robots, and obtains a global map estimate that is very similar to the one that would be obtained by merging the maps in a centralized fashion (eqs. (4)-(5». Figure 4 shows the evolution of the covariance, mean, and information matrix and vector, of the global maps estimated by the robots. We illustrate it using the x-coordinate of a feature F2,31 which was observed by robots in the cluster (Rl, R4), and in the remammg team. We display (green solid) the estimate that would be obtained by a centralized system (eqs. (4)-(5» considering all the local maps in each cluster. The centralized estimates change whenever a robot propagates changes of its local map (Table I) . When both clusters get together after iteration k = 33, the centralized estimate (green solid) becomes the same for all the robots RI, ... ,R9. The estimates of different robots (different colors, dashed), correctly converge to the centralized value, and they react to changes in the local maps in an appropriate way. In particular, up to iteration k = 33, since the cluster composed by RI, R4 has a complete (all-to-all) topology, their estimates are exactly equal to the centralized ones.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a method for merging feature-based maps in a dynamic way, i.e., robots compute the global map at the same time as they improve their local maps. Robots decide on their own when they want to propagate their local map modifications to the global map. This method explicitly takes into account the limited communication between the robots, and it is robust to modifications in the communication topology. Robots compute the same global map that would be obtained if all the local maps were available to a centralized fusion unit. We have demonstrated the performance of the map merging algorithm under switching topologies.
ApPENDIX
The space-time diffusion method [1] dynamically fuses measurements acquired by a sensor network in a distributed fashion. Each robot i E V maintains a variable zi(k) and also its degree di(k), with the number of measurements acquired Inf. matrix Inf. vector Fig. 4 . Robots execute the algorithm for fusing their maps for 45 iterations k. We show the evolution of the estimates of the covariance matrix f;f (k), mean vector xf (k), information matrix if (k), and information vector if (k) estimated by the robots (different colors, dashed). We focus on the evolution of the entry associated to the x-coordinate of feature F 2 , 31 . Until step k = 33, robots remain in two separated clusters, one of them composed by RI, R4, and the other by the remaining robots. We display (green solid) the centralized map that would be obtained by considering all the available local maps within each cluster. After step k = 33, both global maps (green solid) become the same.
by robot i up to step k. Each robot i E V initializes Zi(O) with any value, and sets di ( -1) = 0, and updates them at each step k = 0, 1, ... with: Temporal update: If k E Ti (i has a new measurement u7 ),
(di(k) -l)zi(k) + u7 . di (k) = di (k -1) + 1, Zi (k+) = -'--'---'--, ::-'---'---'---"-di(k) otherwise di(k) = di(k -1), zi(k+) = zi(k). • Unbiasedness: Under the same conditions as before, the sensor fusion estimates computed by each robot and step are an an unbiased estimate of x [1 , Th. 3] .
